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San Diego, California-based Viper Networks, Inc. (OTC: VPER), provides Voice 

over Internet Protocol (VoIP) products and services for consumers, businesses, 

institutions and Internet service providers. These VoIP products and services 

are sold by the company through a direct sales force, its website 

(www.vipernetworks.com) and third party resellers. Viper Networks also sells 

wholesale minutes on its network to other telecommunication service provid-

ers. The company branded and shipped its first VoIP product — the vPhone — 

in July 2003.  

 

While VoIP is expected to eventually replace the traditional telephone system, 

the immediate market for VoIP devices exists in developing countries where 

telephone costs are high and call quality is low. As a result, Viper Networks 

has been setting up its network in countries backed by customers who make a 

large number of international calls. Viper Networks currently has four gate-

ways in Brazil, one in El Salvador, one in Egypt, one in Ghana, one in India, 

one in Israel, one in Lebanon, one in Saudi Arabia, one in Sri Lanka, one in 

Syria, one in the United Kingdom, six in Western Europe and two in Eastern 

Europe.      
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The current products of Viper Networks include the vPhone (a USB powered tele-

phone device that allows calls to be placed to various phone numbers worldwide), 

the IP Phone adaptor (a USB powered device which allows a user to connect a stan-

dard telephone to a personal computer), a broadband phone adapter (a network de-

vice which allows the user to connect up to two standard telephones), a Wi-Fi 

vPhone (an IP communication device) and an IP PBX (allows multi-functional tele-

phone features and calling services to business users). All of these products are dis-

cussed in detail later. The manufacturing of the vPhone and other VoIP products 

has been outsourced to independent third party manufacturers. The company’s pri-

mary suppliers currently include BCM Advanced Research, Tiger Jet Network, Inc. 

and Shandong Bittel Electronics Co., Ltd.  In fiscal 2004, Viper Networks generated all of its revenue 

from the sale and provisioning of VoIP products, services and technology.    

 

In addition to the products sold directly by Viper Networks, the company has also entered into agree-

ments with many underlying carriers that provide termination routes to destinations not covered by its 

own network. By combining the power of its own network with that of its affiliates, Viper Networks is 

able to offer customers calling capabilities to locations across the world at much lower prices compared 

to traditional telephone carriers.  

 

Viper Networks operates through a wholly owned subsidiary, which includes the following. Viper Inter-

national LLC formed in August 2004 as a result of the merger between Mid Atlantic International, Inc. 

and Adoria Communications, LLC (acquired in October 2003 and February 2004, respectively). Viper 

International sold wholesale minutes on the company’s VoIP network to other telecom providers. Viper-

CA (acquired in November 2000) and Coliance Communications (acquired in July 2003) offer an alterna-

tive to traditional telephone companies through its suite of VoIP products.  
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• Alliances with Leading Wireless Providers in the U.S.Alliances with Leading Wireless Providers in the U.S.Alliances with Leading Wireless Providers in the U.S.Alliances with Leading Wireless Providers in the U.S. 

Viper Networks has recently announced the successful completion of compatibility testing and approved 

usage of its vPhone on both Verizon and Sprint’s Wireless Broadband networks.  This would enable the 

company to bring more potential users to its network and expand its product availability to additional 

market segments. While Verizon Broadband Wireless service is available in 181 major metropolitan areas 

covering over 148 million people, Sprint Wireless services span 150 million people in 219 major 

metropolitan areas of the U.S. The immediate benefit of this testing would be an expansion in the 

company’s customer base with additional users on its network. Management is optimistic that the offering 

of its vPhone product on both Verizon and Sprint’s broadband network will help the company turn 

profitable in the near future. Until recently, the company was more focused on the international market. 

However, with services now being made available to Verizon’s and Sprint’s customer base, Viper 

Networks will be further solidifying its position in the U.S. as well. Given the huge market potential of 

VoIP services in the U.S. market, expansion in this market is expected to add another $5-$6 million to the 

company’s top line in the near future.   

 

• Expansion of Global FootprintExpansion of Global FootprintExpansion of Global FootprintExpansion of Global Footprint 

Viper Networks’ fast expansion of its global footprint spells a major positive. The company has entered 

into negotiations with Saudi Al-Terais Co. Ltd of Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, for the expansion of Viper 

Networks’ operations in the Middle East market. Given that Saudi Arabia is one of the world’s largest and 

fastest growing markets, the offering of Viper Networks’ VoIP products and services in this region would 

largely help to boost future revenues. Additionally, in March 2006, Viper Networks received an order from 

Gom Import, SA, to distribute its products and services under the name Viper Dominicana, and Viper 

Antilles in the Dominican Republic. The company has also recently acquired new equipment for the 

expansion and upgrading of its services in North America, India and the Caribbean. This new network 

equipment will in turn help to reduce termination costs and result in a more profitable network. The 

expansion of Viper’s operations in additional countries around the world will lead to an increase in the 

company’s customer base which should help it to emerge from the red.    

 

•  Increasing Sales Channels Increasing Sales Channels Increasing Sales Channels Increasing Sales Channels 

Viper Networks is also making dedicated efforts to increase its sales force to allure more customers to use 

its VoIP services for making cheaper international calls. The company has recently entered into an 

agreement with BEST-COM for the expansion of its sales channel into Trinidad with special emphasis on 

the northern regions of Latin America. Since Trinidad is populated by a large number of people incurring 

huge bills for making international calls,  Viper’s foray into this area should help the company to reap 

benefits. Additionally, Viper Networks has opened a new central sales office in Troy, Michigan. This office 

will concentrate on the sales of the company’s products in the largely untapped Midwest, Eastern and 

South Eastern markets.      

Investment Highlights 
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• Popularity of VoIP ProductsPopularity of VoIP ProductsPopularity of VoIP ProductsPopularity of VoIP Products 

The popularity and demand for VoIP products and services is increasing rapidly, which should 

positively impact Viper Networks’ future growth prospects. The company’s VoIP products and 

services enable users to make telephone calls at a significantly lower cost compared to the tradi-

tional mode of calling. Making a call over the Internet can save up to two-thirds of the cost com-

pared to a call made on a traditional phone plan. Additionally, no special hardware or software 

apart from a standard phone is required at the destination end of the call. At the end of December 

2004, Viper Networks had more than 12,000 active accounts using its VoIP products. The low rate, 

high reliability, and good quality connection of communication are expected to help the company 

register continued growth and success.  

 

• VoIP on DialVoIP on DialVoIP on DialVoIP on Dial----Up ConnectionsUp ConnectionsUp ConnectionsUp Connections 

Viper Networks is amongst very few companies with the ability to offer VoIP services on a dial-up 

connection. Despite the increasing popularity of broadband connections, many Internet subscribers 

continue to use a dial-up mode to connect to the Internet. Since dial-up connection is so prevalent 

in the company’s targeted market, Viper Networks has designed and implemented its network in 

such a way so that it provides VoIP over low speed Internet connections as well. Since most of the 

company’s competitors do not have this capability, Viper Networks is able to take significant ad-

vantage of this competitive position.      

 

• Financial PositionFinancial PositionFinancial PositionFinancial Position 

Viper Networks is backed by a strong balance sheet position with no long-term debt outstanding. 

Additionally, the company has recently paid off term debt to the tune of $612,000 and plans to 

meet the balance in the near future. The reduction in term debt will in turn lower interest burden 

and assist the company in turning profitable. Viper Networks’ management is optimistic that the 

company will be able to turn profitable by 2006. 

 

Viper Networks is fast expanding its global footprint as well as entering into alliances with top-

notch players in the market. All of these efforts are expected to help the company increase its cus-

tomer base and post impressive growth in the future.  Management also expects the company’s 

Wi-Fi segment to witness robust growth for the next three to five years as a result of its inside, di-

rect and online sales channels.    
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Viper Networks provides a vast range of products to suit customers’ needs for global voice communication. 

The company’s products are not available from a single source and are procured from third parties. Viper 

Networks’ network is so designed as to assure accurate functioning, as long as manufacturers adhere to 

strict industry standards. The VoIP products allow calls to be made to any phone number in the world over 

the VoIP network. The various products offered by the company include the following:  

 
ServicesServicesServicesServices    

 

Viper Connect 

Viper Connect is a new product of Viper Network, which initiates a phone call from a web page. Viper Con-

nect may give a company a boost in today’s online market, by way of traffic, response rates and sales vol-

ume. It helps to connect consumers to an agent when they are most likely to make a purchase decision. 

When a user clicks the VIPER CONNECT button on the web page, the Viper Network’s application server 

and the Internet telephone software on the user’s Computer are activated. The Internet call is converted into 

a telephone call and gets routed to the user’s telephone system, thus connecting them to an agent. 

 

A customer needs to first establish a prepaid account known as the Viper Minutes Account to get access to 

the company’s global VoIP network. Customers can deposit funds online to make calls and the Viper Min-

utes Account maintains the retail customer’s detail about call records and remaining prepaid balance. The 

various plans currently offered by the company include the following: 

          

• Viper 2 Go — at $5.95 per month, one can use a cell phone to make calls at low rates but with great qual-

ity anywhere in the world.  

• Viper 600 – At $15.95 per month, this plan offers calling to over 30 countries, including the U.S. and Can-

ada.  Additionally, it allows for free call waiting, caller identification, voice mail and other features. 

•  Viper Universe — At $23.95 per month, the user has unlimited calling facilities 

in the U.S. and Canada. Additionally, this plans allows the user to continue with 

his previous mobile number, and avail free call waiting, caller identification, 3-

way calling and free mail facility.     

• Viper SOHO – At $34.95, this plan allows 1500 minutes of free calling to the 

U.S. and Canada, besides allowing for free call waiting, caller ID, voice mail and 

other features.  

 

In addition to the above-mentioned products and services, Viper Networks also has 

also designed certain products, which cater specifically to corporate customers. 

These products have been discussed on the next page: 

 Products and Services 
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 Office-to-Office Long Distance Calls  

Utilizing either a Viper Networks hosted network or clients hosted network, corporations can use 

free office-to-office long distance call services. Other features provided include voicemail, speech to 

text, text to speech and conference.     

 
ProductsProductsProductsProducts    

Vphone 

The vPhone is a USB powered telephone device, which is connected to a personal computer. 

It works with Dial-up or Broadband Internet connections, and provides excellent voice 

quality if the Internet connection is stable. The vPhone has also proved to be com-

patible with the Sprint Wireless and Verizon Wireless mobile Broadband cards. The 

vPhone greatly reduces the cost of calls as they are routed over the Internet. It also 

connects and installs in less time with the downloadable vPhone software and USB 

cable. Customers can purchase additional minutes from their online account. 

 

IP Phone Adaptor (IPA) 

 

The IP Phone Adaptor is a USB powered device which allows the user to connect any standard 

telephone to a computer. It works with Dial-up or Broadband Internet connections, and connects 

and installs quickly with the downloadable vPhone software and USB cable. Cus-

tomers can purchase additional minutes from their online account. The best part of 

the IP Phone Adapter is that it is compatible both with traditional wired phones and 

cordless phones, allowing the customer to freely use it at home and outside. 

 

Broadband Phone Adaptor (BPA) 

The Broadband Phone Adaptor is a network device that works with either two phones or one 

phone and one fax. It does not require a computer, and connects directly to the Broad-

band Internet connection. This device works with Digital Subscriber Line, Cable mo-

dems and other Ethernet Connections. It has a built in router which directly connects to 

DSL or the cable modem. The Broadband Phone Adapter’s two-line direct connectivity 

makes it ideal for small office/home office (SOHO) applications. Customers can pur-

chase additional minutes from their online account. This product is also compatible 

with both traditional wired and cordless phones. 
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 Wi-Fi vPhone 

The Wi-Fi vPhone does not require a computer or our vPhone dialer software. It op-

erates almost like a cell phone and allows for reduced call costs at any location with 

802.11B Wi-Fi access over Viper’s Global Network. The Wi-Fi vPhone’s scan feature 

can be used as a wireless Hot Spot finder. It is excellent for SOHO applications and 

is easily configured and quickly installed. Additionally, the customers’ pay only for 

the minutes used but may purchase additional minutes from their online account. 

IP PBX 

The IP PBX combines the power of the PBX solution with the cost advantages of Viper’s calling rates. It 

works with handsets like SNOM and Cisco. Users can log into the Viper net-

work by using a vPhone account. It is provided with a pre-programmed 

server running the PBX functionality. This device provides multifunctional 

telephone features and calling services to business users, and is compatible 

with analog and digital telephones and also VoIP enabled telephones. The IP 

PBX provides voice, text, data and graphics support over standard telephone 

lines or IP connections.  This Internet Protocol Private Branch Exchange (IP 

PBX) is a phone system, which utilizes Ethernet phones for true one-wire to the desktop. Both voice 

and data can be then transmitted on the same wire. Converging voice and data the IP PBX allows for a 

truly converged communications system. The latest generation of IP PBX is a software based solution 

built to allow for a truly converged enterprise communication system.     

 

Headset and Audio Hub 

 

The headset and Audio Hub works with Dial-up or Broadband Internet connections, 

and makes international and domestic calls possible at cheap rates. It connects and 

installs in minutes with the vPhone dialer software. It is user-friendly and features 

Plantronics brand quality headsets.  

 

LAN Phone  

The LAN phone is an IP-based telephone set for office telephony using an Ethernet based communica-

tion. It provides for IP PBX solutions including station-to-station calling, IP calling and local PSTN/

PBX extension calling. Additional features provided by the LAN Phone include a digital answering 

machine, speed dialer, provider caller ID, call hold, call transfer and telephone directory services. Fur-

thermore, LAN phone users can call each other for free.       
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Internet Protocol (IP) telephony, also known as VoIP, is be-

coming a key driver in the evolution of the voice communi-

cation industry. VoIP technology converts voice into data 

packets, transmits the packets over data networks, and re-

converts them back into voice at the final destination. VoIP 

is an alternative technology, which can replace services 

provided by the traditional telephone network. Unlike a 

traditional telephone network, VoIP does not need a dedi-

cated circuit for each telephone call and voice, data and 

video can be transmitted on the same network simultane-

ously.  As a result of the potential cost savings and added features of VoIP, it is being considered as the 

future of telecommunications. VoIP has registered significant growth in recent years.  

 

The U.S. telecommunication industry including equipment and services generated more than $600 bil-

lion in revenue in the recent past. Though VoIP is currently a small fraction of this revenue, it is grow-

ing at an exponential rate. In North America alone, wholesale VoIP sales have been estimated to reach 

well over $400 million in the near future. Additionally, total equipment purchases of VoIP gateways, 

soft switches such as IP Private Branch Exchange (IP PBX) and VoIP application servers are expected 

to reach $12 billion by 2006, marking a six-fold increase over 2001. Similarly, it is being anticipated that 

revenue from selling wired enterprise IP phones could well exceed $2.7 billion by 2006 (this figure 

does not include mobile IP phones or phones used in private homes). By 2006, VoIP is projected to 

grow to over a $32 billion industry, accounting for 12% of all telephony revenues. The IP telephony 

industry grew 60% in 2002 and is expected to continue at an annual growth of at least 40% through 

2007, as per industry analysts.  

 

Juniper Research, a technology research firm, expects VoIP telephony service to grow to about 12.1 

million households by 2009. In addition, Jupiter Research reports that by 2009 the global VoIP market 

will contribute $32 billion to a total worldwide telephony market of $260 billion. Over the next five 

years, the total market for VoIP will grow ten-fold, with VoIP evolving from being a replacement ser-

vice for the public switch telephone network (PSTN) market to providing a truly converged service. 

VoIP has brought revenue-generating opportunities to the telephony market by combining voice ser-

vices with other Internet Protocol applications. This is ultimately expected to redefine the telecom in-

dustry and bring a host of new options to the consumers. The expected VoIP lines in the U.S. have 

been forecasted to grow to the following levels:  

 

 Industry Analysis 
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According to the US Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the U.S. VoIP subscriber base is small com-

pared to the wire line telephone access lines in use by businesses and consumers, or even the wireless subscrib-

ers of the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA). For the year ended June 2005, while VoIP sales 

grew by 31%, the sale of legacy voice systems declined by 20% (as reported by Merrill Lynch).  

 

VoIP Service Market in the U.S.  

 

The VoIP service market in the U.S. is currently growing at an exponential rate, as customers are becoming 

aware of the low cost of utilizing the Internet to make an international call as compared to the traditional 

phone. Currently more than 1 million households in the U.S use VoIP to make international calls.  This number 

is expected to grow to 17.5 million households by 2008-end, as per data provided by Yankee Group. Addition-

ally, Jupiter Research expects more than 27 million households in the U.S. to utilize VoIP by 2009.   

 

There is no doubt to the fact that the domestic telecommunications industry is growing rapidly. As per data 

provided by the Telecom Industry Association (TIA), the total U.S. spending on telecom services exceeded 

$720.5 billion in 2005. A conservative growth rate of 9.2% would lead to an industry size of $1 trillion within 

the next few years.  VoIP service availability has largely been possible due to the growth in high-speed data 

(DSD)/broadband usage. In May 2004, broadband penetration in the U.S. had almost reached 50% of the active 

Internet users in the U.S.  

 

The growing VoIP industry trend can perhaps be gauzed by the increasing number of telecom providers pro-

viding this service. Companies are providing VoIP at deeply discounted prices to appeal to customers. For ex-

ample, DeltaThree has offered a $19.95 plan, which provides for 800 minutes of calling time within North 

America. Additionally, Packet8’s $18.95 unlimited calling plan is attracting a large number of customers. Large 

telecom incumbents including Qwest, Verizon and SBC are all entering the lucrative VoIP service market in 

the U.S.  

VoIP Lines in U.S. (in Million)
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According to recent data provided by Merrill Lynch, independent VoIP subscribers are expected to 

grow to the following numbers in the U.S.: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to TeleGeography, international VoIP traffic is expected to increase to 90 billion minutes by 

2006-end. This in turn would mean the penetration rate of international VoIP calls would reach 45%. 

Major players in the U.S. currently include Net2Phone and DeltaThree. The sheer size of the VoIP ser-

vice industry in the U.S. alone is a positive sign for Viper Networks’ foray into this area.  

 

 

Here is a brief overview of the Viper VoIP Network: 
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Viper Networks operates in an intensely competitive IP telephony industry. The company currently 

faces competition from a large number of companies with great financial and managerial resources 

including iConnectHere, Net2Phone, Vonage, Vocaltec, Cisco Systems and Packet8. Furthermore in-

cumbent telecom providers, cable television providers and other providers of traditional telephone 

services also provide competition to the company. Vocaltec, Cisco Systems and Net2Phone manufac-

ture and market products similar to that of Viper Networks and provide a direct threat. The baby bells, 

including AT&T, Sprint, MCI Worldcom and Qwest International, are expected to offer enhanced 

Internet and IP communications services both in the U.S. and the international market and could add 

additional competition for Viper Networks. The operations of some of Viper Networks’ peers have 

been discussed below:   

 

Vonage 

Vonage, a privately held company, is a leading provider of broadband 

telephone services with over 1.6 million subscribers as of April 2006. 

The company offers feature-rich, low-cost communications services 

utilizing its innovative VoIP technology platform. Customers in the U.S. currently represent over 95% 

of Vonage’s subscriber lines. However, the company also plans to expand operations internationally, 

and has launched its VoIP services in Canada and the U.K. in November 2004 and May 2005, respec-

tively. Vonage offers low international per minute calling rates for calls made to locations outside the 

U.S., Puerto Rico and Canada. The company plans to launch an IPO in the near future and has filed a 

registration statement with the SEC.       

 

VocalTec Communications  

VocalTec Communications (Nasdaq: VOCL) is a leading global provider 

of carrier-class multimedia and VoIP solutions for communication ser-

vice providers. A pioneer in the VoIP technology since 1994, VocalTec 

provides proven trunking, peering, access gateway, and service delivery solutions that enable flexible 

deployment of next-generation networks. The company also serves as an installed base of prominent 

system integrators including Deutsche Telekom and Telecom Italia San Marino.   

 

 

 

 

 Competition 
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 Delta Three, Inc.   

Delta Three, Inc. (Nasdaq: DDDC) is a leading provider of integrated VoIP 

telephony services, products, hosted solutions, and infrastructure. Delta 

Three offers customers high quality Internet telephony solutions that are vi-

able and cost-effective alternatives to traditional telephone services. The 

company services its customers through its two primary distribution channels — the service provider 

and reseller channel and the iConnectHere direct-to-consumer channel. Delta Three offers a wide 

range of private label VoIP products as well as a back-office platform for service providers, resellers 

and corporate customers. iConnectHere in turn provides award winning VoIP products directly to 

consumers and small businesses online using the primary platform.       

 

Net2Phone  

Net2Phone is a provider of low cost, high quality retail VoIP ser-

vices and has been recognized as the first company to bridge the 

Internet with the public switched telephone network. The company, 

which is currently privately held, routes millions of minutes daily 

over data networks, saving consumers and businesses up to 90% off traditional long distance rates.  

Net2Phone currently markets its fully integrated VoIP solutions in emerging markets to businesses 

and consumers, capitalizing on the growth, flexibility and cost advantages of IP-based calling. 

 

8x8, Inc.  

VoIP service provider 8x8, Inc. (Nasdaq: EGHT) offers Internet-based te-

lephony solutions for individual residential and business users as well as 

for small- to medium-sized business organizations. In addition to regular 

Packet8 VoIP service plans, 8x8 offers the Packet8 VideoPhone — the indus-

try’s first stand alone broadband consumer videophone with worldwide video calling for $19.99 per 

month. Packet8 Virtual Office, 8x8’s VoIP solution for small- to medium-sized businesses, is a hosted 

PBX service comprised of powerful business class features.   

  

Viper Networks has dedicated its network primarily to handle international VoIP calls. Despite the 

competition that the company faces from other established companies, Viper Networks’ competitive 

advantage lies in its ability to provide VoIP telephony services on a dial-up connection as well.   As 

dial-up continues to dominate the Internet connection industry, Viper Networks purposefully de-

signed and implemented its network in such a way that it could handle VoIP over low-speed Internet 

connections.  Most of the company’s competitors including Vonage and the offerings of AOL, Yahoo, 

and MSN do not have the capability to offer VoIP over a dial-up Internet connection. 
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 We have attempted to value the Viper Networks based on a price to sales (P/S) model. Below, we take 

a look at the P/S ratio of similar public trading companies, in conjunction with that of Viper Networks, 

Inc.  
 

 

 

Currently, the stock trades at a P/S multiple of 1.4x, where similar publicly trading companies are trad-

ing at an average P/S multiple of 6.0x.  By applying a conservative P/S multiple of 5.5x to the expected 

future revenues of Viper Networks ($15 million expected in 2006), the stock would be fairly valued at 

$0.60.  

Viper Networks last reported results for the quarter ended September 2005. Net revenue of $932,467 

marked a 19% decline compared to the same quarter last year. The decrease in the net revenues for the 

quarter was largely on account of reduced earnings from the company’s wholesale operations. However, 

Viper Networks’ sale of its VoIP products and services has been on an uptrend.   

 

Additionally, the company’s gross profit also took a hit largely due to increased cost of revenues. The gross 

margin posted during the quarter was $34,071, a drop from the previous year’s margin of $118,779. The 

gross margin, as a percentage of net revenue in this quarter was 3.7%, compared to 10.2% recorded in the 

previous years quarter. However, the significant decline in operating expenses helped the company post 

lower losses for the quarter. Operating expenses decreased by about $806,049, a near 77% drop from the 

third quarter of 2004. The reduced operating expense was on the back of lower general and administrative 

expenses, which reduced from $909,782 to $246,511 in the third quarter of 2005. Management is trying hard 

to turn the company profitable by 2006 and has been making attempts in reducing expenses. For the quarter 

ended September 2005, the company posted losses from continuing operations to the tune of $212,729 com-

pared to the loss of $934,070 incurred in the quarter ended September 2004.  

  

Current per share 

Trading Price 

Market  

Capitalization          

($ in Million) 

Annual  

Revenue         

($ in Million) 

Price/Sales 

Multiple 

          

Viper Networks (OTC:VPER) $0.04 $5.22 $3.65 1.43 

VocalTec Communications 

(Nasdaq:VOCL) $6.87 $32.02 $4.59 6.97 

Delta Three, Inc. (Nasdaq:DDDC) $3.01 $90.30 $29.71 3.04 

8x8 Inc. (Nasdaq:EGHT) $1.45 $88.53 $11.48 7.72 

 Quarterly Results 
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As can be seen from the graph below, despite the year-over-year decline in revenues, operating losses 

have reduced by a significant amount.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Viper Networks’ push into the growing VoIP telephony industry should lead to much higher revenue 

prospects in the future. The company already holds a strong presence in the international market and 

now appears poised to gain a strong foothold in the domestic VoIP market as well.  Viper’s decreasing 

losses, innovative VoIP products and solutions, and capability of offering VoIP telephony services on a 

dial-up connection signal its potential to post impressive growth in revenue and profits going forward.  

Additionally, the recent expansion of the company’s global presence and increasing sales initiatives 

taken by the management all point toward bright future prospects for Viper Networks. Overall, the 

stock currently trades close to its 52-week low, while the company appears to be in a much stronger 

position than it previously has been.  This paradox may present a potential for significant appreciation 

in the future.  
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Early Stage Company and Operating Losses 

Viper Networks has been incurring losses since it first shipped its VoIP product in July 2003. At the 

end of September 2005, the company had an accumulated deficit of more than $12.42 million. Since 

Viper Networks is still in the development stage, we remain unsure when the company will be able to 

post profits and emerge from the red. Though management is optimistic that the company will turn 

profitable in 2006, there can be no assurance that it will be able to post the expected improvements in 

both the top and bottom lines.  

 

Losses Due to Customer Fraud 

Fraudulent credit card information given by the customers has resulted in huge losses in the past. Cus-

tomers have availed services of Viper Networks without paying for them. Though the company has 

taken certain preventive measures, they may not be foolproof, and this may continue to keep the com-

pany exposed to the risk of losses due to false credit card transactions.   

 

Price Competition on Services 

Changing technology, market competition, and cost structures may often put the products and ser-

vices of Viper Networks under heavy price competition from its peers. This in turn could lead to the 

loss of customers and a fall in overall sales and gross margins. Furthermore, consumers usually have 

such a wide variety of choices regarding product features that it may become difficult for Viper Net-

works to deliver goods on such a scale as to be commercially viable.  

 

Limited Customer Base 

At present the company has a small customer base of about 12000 people who use its VoIP products. 

There is no assurance that Viper Networks will be able to increase or even maintain this customer base 

due to a significant amount of competitive pressure. Expansion of operations in new geographic cover-

age around the world may not bring results in line with management’s expectations.   

 

Competition 

The market is fiercely competitive and the absence of a brand name can easily impact sales volume. 

Companies having a major metropolitan presence and providing similar products and services are 

likely to garner more customers. Many of them are likely to have greater financial, distribution and 

marketing resources, which may result in Viper Networks losing its customers.  

Risk Factors 
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Viper Network’s Management team includes the following personnel: 

 

Mr Farid Shouekani 

Chief Executive Officer 

Mr. Farid Shouekani, the CEO of Viper Networks, holds a Bachelors of Science Degree in Electrical Engi-

neering and a Masters of Science Degree in Computer Engineering from Florida Tech. He has worked with 

several companies, such as TEC Cellular, Robotron and Crescent International, and has vast experience in 

VoIP, telecommunications and engineering. Mr. Shouekani helped design, build and deploy Mid Atlantic 

International’s World Wide VoIP network, which Viper Networks acquired in 2003. 

 

Mr. Ronald G. Weaver Sr. 

Chairman 

Mr Ronald G Weaver, the chairman, attended UCLA and the University of New Mexico and majored in 

Business and Economics. He has been an active member in the VoIP industry, ever since it began. He 

guided the launch of several VoIP projects in Eastern Europe, Latin America and South East Asia, with the 

help of fiber and satellite technologies. Mr. Weaver has held important senior positions with Netrue, Frank-

lin Telecom, Global IP and Digital Services Group in recent years. He is a frequent convention speaker and 

has also authored various articles on VoIP. 

 

Mr. Paul Atkiss  

Chief Financial Officer 

Mr. Paul Atkiss is the Chief Financial Officer and also among the Board of Directors. He holds a Bachelor of 

Science degree from San Diego State University and is a California CPA. He has vast experience in the field 

of accounting and finance as he formerly held positions in both privately held and publicly traded corpora-

tions. During his 12 years tenure at Jaycor, he was responsible for the accounting systems, consolidated re-

porting, financial audits, tax audits, banking and insurance. He prepared the financial reporting and disclo-

sure for an Initial Public Offering (IPO) of $100 million. Mr. Atkiss is also skilled in Merger and Acquisition 

analysis and financial integration. 

 

Mr. James Balestraci 

Chief of International Wholesale 

Mr. Balestraci is the Chief of International Wholesale Operations. He has been a part of this industry for 

more than 11 years and has vast telephony engineering and sales experience. He was with Network Plus 

Inc for 9 years, and here he was recognized as their star performer as he posted more than $60 million by 

way of international revenues in 2000 and 2001. In 2004, Viper Networks acquired Adoria Communications, 

which was initially launched by Mr. Balestraci.  

 

Management 
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Mr. Nabil D. Youkhana 

Senior Vice President 

Mr. Nabil D. Youkhana is the Senior Vice President of Viper Networks, with more than 18 years of 

multidisciplinary experience in business planning, purchasing, inventory control, human resource and 

marketing. He has owned and successfully operated a number of firms, which include D&D, Universal 

Communications, American Telecom and FoneTel Telecommunications. He was also the main initiator 

in the negotiations for the merger between LDMI Telecommunications Inc and Fonetel Telecommuni-

cations Inc. He works in tandem with Ethnic leaders, Media and events promoting goods and services. 

 

 

Mr. Paul Goss. 

General Counsel 

Mr. Goss is the company’s Legal Counsel, a post he has held since September 2000.  Before this, he was 

with a private merchant bank — One Capital Corporation — as Executive Vice President and general 

Counsel since 1990. A member of the Denver and Colorado Bar Associations, he also has a Masters in 

Business Administration from the University of Denver. Prior to joining One Capital Corporation, he 

practiced law in Denver Colorado, with specific focus on real estate, corporate and securities law. 

Management (cont.) 
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Disclaimer 

Beacon Equity Research (otherwise known as BER) is an independent research firm specializing in small and micro capitali-

zation companies.  BER has no investment banking or consultation conflicts thereby minimizing the inherent conflicts of 

interest between the research analysts and the companies they cover.  BER is not a registered investment advisor or broker 

dealer.  No information in this report should be construed as an endorsement to either buy or sell any securities mentioned 

in this report.  The analyst(s) who prepared this report rely on publicly available information which neither the analyst, nor 

BER, can guarantee to be error-free or factually accurate.  All conclusions in this report are deemed reasonable and appro-

priate by the author. The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 provides investors a “safe harbor” in regard to 

forward-looking statements.  To fully comply with the requirements of this law, BER cautions all investors that such for-

ward-looking statements in this report are not guarantees of future performance. Unknown risk, uncertainties, as well as 

other uncontrollable or unknown factors may cause actual results to materially differ from the results, performance or ex-

pectations expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.  Investors should exercise good judgment and per-

form adequate due-diligence prior to making any investment.  Ratings and price targets in this report should not be con-

strued as recommendations or stock price predictors.  Readers of this report are urged to use due diligence in any purchase 

of security list herein.  Readers should consult the Company’s SEC filings as well as our initial report on the firm to better 

understand the inherent risks associated with this security. There may be many uncontrollable or unknown factors which 

may cause actual results to materially differ from the results, performance or expectations expressed or implied by such 

forward-looking statements.  Investors should exercise good judgment and perform adequate due-diligence prior to making 

any investment.  Beacon Equity Research has not been directly compensated for its research program.   

 

Readers should be aware that a majority owner of Beacon Equity Research is also an equity partner in Pasadena Capital 

Partners, an investor relations and consulting firm which represents Viper Networks, Inc.  Pasadena Capital Partners has 

been compensated 2,000,000 restricted rule 144 shares by the company for services and 700,000 free trading shares from a 

non-controlling third-party, and holds no free trading shares as of the issuance of this report.  Pasadena Capital Partners or 

its principals may corporately or individually hold securities in any of the companies included in this report and may sell 

these securities at any time when permissible by law.  As of the issuance of this report, the principals of Beacon Research, in 

addition to any holdings related to Pasadena Capital Partners, declare to personally hold 150,000 shares of Viper Networks, 

Inc.  The analyst who solely created this report declares to hold no position or shares in any company listed. 

 

All decisions are made solely by the analyst and independent of outside parties or influence.  
 

I, Kris Goldcross, CFA, the author of this report, certify that the material and views presented herein represent my personal 

opinion regarding the content and securities included in this report.  In no way has my opinion been influenced by outside 

parties, nor has my compensation been either directly or indirectly tied to the performance of any security listed.  I certify 

that I do not currently own, nor will own and shares or securities in any of the companies featured in this report. 

 

Kris Goldcross completed the Chartered Financial Analyst program from the CFA Institute in August of 2005, and was 

awarded his CFA Charter in September 2005. Mr. Goldcross holds a bachelors degree in commerce and currently works for 

an Investment Banking Firm which specializes in a private wealth management. His work profile includes analysis and 

recommendation of stocks listed on the Indian stock market to clients on the basis of both technical as well as fundamental 

analysis. Mr. Goldcross primarily concentrates on the metal, banking and FMCG sectors of the Indian capital markets. He 

also has expertise in analyzing the movement in exchange rates and its likely impact on global commodity prices. In addi-

tion he is also responsible for analyzing macro-economic variables including inflation, money supply to forecast movements 

in interest rates.  

 

All material contained in this report is the sole property of Beacon Research Partners, LLC.  
No information contained herein may be copied or reproduced in any manner without the 

express written consent Beacon Research Partners, LLC. 

 


